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Commentary
Canalization
When expression of a phenotype upon a range of perturbations of
the genetic background or a variable environmental remains invariant,
the phenotypic trait is said to be robust. Robustness of phenotypic
characters can be achieved through the evolution of physiological
mechanisms that buffer phenotypic variation potentially induced by
genetic or environmental variation. The concept of canalization was
introduced by Waddington [1,2] to explain a phenomenon by which
phenotypic variants are "canalized" into a specific phenotype in a
normal range of conditions, specifically in reference to cell fate during
the progress of development. An analogy used to describe the
processes of canalization and assimilation compares it to formation
over time of developmental channels as formed by water falling along a
slope, into which different developmental paths are funneled. Severe
disturbances may disrupt a channel and cause water to disperse into a
myriad of rivulets. Some of these may find the conditions to carve a
new channel into which a new set of diverse pathways will then be
funneled. The genetic nature of the "channel", as well as the
mechanistic aspects of canalization, remain to be determined. Besides
its original application to developmental biology, canalization has been
invoked in a broader context as a general mechanism to buffer the
phenotypic effects of genetic variants, and has been often used as a
synonym of robustness [3].
Waddington [1,2] observed that phenotypic variants not expressed
under normal conditions can be exposed ("decanalized") as a
consequence of environmental stresses. Furthermore, variants
originally expressed only under stress, upon artificial or natural
selection can be genetically "captured" and expressed also in normal
conditions, a phenomenon described as genetic assimilation. The
machinery for canalization that provides phenotypic robustness to
environmental fluctuations would then also function as an
evolutionary capacitor that, in the appropriate conditions, favors
evolvability, the ability of an organism to adapt genetically to new
environmental conditions. To escape Lamarkism, it must be assumed
that the phenotypic variants shielded from the effects of natural
selection, and thus allowed to accumulate in the population under
canalization, result at least in part from genetic variants rather than
uniquely from morphogenic effects of the environment. The process of
natural selection would then act on the exposed phenotypic variants
resulting first in assimilation of the underlying fittest genetic variants,
and then on developing canalization centered on the new phenotypes.
The concept of canalization has been criticized by several authors as
Lamarkian in nature, as unlikely to produce adaptive diversification, or
as unnecessarily in explaining the process of development or
robustness. Williams [4] argued against the likelihood of a role of
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canalization as a significant player in evolutionary history, suggesting
that genetic assimilation is not likely to occur in evolution and, when it
does, it is more likely to derive from a condition of adaptive plasticity,
the ability of an organism to respond to changing environmental
conditions by adaptively modifying its phenotype. Assimilation would
develop from plasticity when the environmental conditions that trigger
expression of a particular phenotype stabilize for a sufficient period of
time and the organism loses the genetic ability to switch to different
phenotypes under different environments, thus reverting to a less
flexible form of adaptation.

Evolution of rigid canalization in a variable environment
Rendel [5] proposed a model of canalization by which expression of
an optimal phenotype (a "morphogenic substance") depends on the
additive effect of a number of genes, the environment, and a regulatory
system. The regulatory system is activated when the interaction of the
genotype and the environment results in expression of the phenotype
above an optimal value M0. The system is physiologically able to buffer
the phenotypeup to at most a quantity m above M0, and thus it is
effective in canalizing phenotypes only within the interval [M0, M0 +
m]. Rendel's model of rigid canalization assumes a control system that
does not react actively to environmental conditions, and in which
abnormal phenotypes become exposed only when extreme
environmental or genetic conditions expose the physiological
limitations of the canalizing system.
Eshel and Matessi [6] studied evolution of a canalization system in a
population inhabiting a variable environment. Individuals express a
phenotype P(G,Em) shaped by their genotype G and a "morphogenic
environment" Em, and their viability is a function of their phenotype
and of a selective environment Es:
�� � = � ��, � �, ��

The selective environment that determines the viability of a
phenotype is independent from the environmental factors that,
together with the genotype, determine the phenotype. Thus,
phenotypic effects caused by environmental morphogenic factors are
unrelated to any selective advantage that they may have in the
environment in which they are expressed. Eshel and Matessi [6]
describe a population of individuals inhabiting a selective, onedimensional environment. A specific environment is described by the
value of the optimal phenotype for that environment. Thus, the
phenotype u that is optimal in an environment with value v (the "venvironment") is u = v. In other words, the fitness of an individual of
phenotype u in environment v has optimal value w(v,v). Fitness is
assumed to depend on the distance |v-u| and on a coefficient of
selection 1/γ according to the Gaussian fitness function:
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Environments are assumed to follow a standardized normal
distribution with mean v = 0 and variance σ2 =1 and phenotypes are
also normally distributed around their average with some variance σ2.
Eshel and Matessi find that the mean viability w(u) of a phenotype u
randomly exposed to the variable environment is maximized when u =
0 [6]. Thus, positive selection is expected to drive evolution of u toward
its optimal value u = 0 and to purify genetic variants to mutationselection equilibrium, minimizing phenotypic variance. However, if
phenotypic variance is determined independently by genetic and
environmental factors it can be expressed as:
�2 = �2 � �, ��

= �2� + �2�

i.e., the sum of a �2� component due to genetic factors, and a �2�

component due to the morphogenic environment EM. Purifying

selection will only be able to act on the genetic component�2�of the
phenotypic variance, and residual phenotypic variance due to the

morphogenic-environment component �2� will always be present
above mutation-selection balance. This residual variance can provide
selective pressure for the evolution of a canalization system [6]. The
canalization system will promote accumulation of cryptic phenotypic
variability generated by the morphogenic environment, shielding it
from natural selection. If the same system has also the side effect of
suppressing phenotypic variability generated by genotypic variants (the
“congruence” hypothesis [7]), it will also promote accumulation of
genetic variability.

Evolution of adaptive canalization in a variable environment
Different types of phenotypic modifiers can be categorized
depending on their ability to respond to the state of the environment
and of the primary phenotype. The system of rigid canalization
described above is a rudimentary modifier that cannot respond to
environmental signals and will be most effective by mapping any
phenotype deviation of the trait to its optimal value [5,6]. A much
more effective system would activate or deactivate canalization of a
phenotype u in relation to the value of the environment, i.e., expressing
the decanalized phenotype every time the environment v is distant
from its average value v = 0 and the phenotype u is comparatively close
to v. This sophisticated mechanism of regulation would likely require a
long process to evolution, leading to genetic plasticity.
Building on the model described above, Eshel and Matessi [6]
envision evolution of a system of adaptive canalization, which has the
ability of activating or deactivating canalization of the phenotype in
response to environmental conditions. Adaptive canalization only
responds to environmental stimuli irrespective of the value of the
phenotype, thus excluding the case of a system that regulates
canalization based on information from both the environment and the
primary phenotype, i.e., that can expose or hide a primary phenotype
in relation to its adaptive value to specific environments. The latter
would correspond to adaptive plasticity, a more sophisticated form of
adaptation than adaptive canalization (see [8] for a review). Eshel and
Matessi [6] study the conditions under which the evolution of an
adaptive canalization system in a variable environment is favored by
natural selection and addressing the objections by Williams [4] that the
phenotypic variants exposed by a stressful environment are unlikely to
provide adaptations to a new environment. The canalization policy
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(i.e., the decision of implementing or not canalization in relation to the
environment) is considered to be a phenotype controlled by genes, and
thus also subject to natural selection under the selective environment
Es.
It is reasonable to imagine evolution of a system of adaptive
canalization that responds to environmental stimuli by inactivating
canalization whenever the selective environment is sufficiently
different from its expected value Ev = 0, i.e., when the canalized
phenotype (u = 0) is far from the optimal phenotype (u = v) for that
environment. However, Williams suggested [4] that inactivation of
canalization in extreme environments can easily cause more
disadaptive phenotypes than random adaptations to the different
environment. In fact, Eshel and Matessi also point out that the
expected square distance �(� − �)2 of environment v from a random

phenotype u, is always greater than the expected square distance ��2
of the environment from its expectation. The average fitness of a
random individual drawn from a primary phenotype with mean u and

variance �2 when exposed to an environment v can be precisely
calculated and compared to the fitness of the canalized phenotype.
Assume a canalization system that maps a trait-value u to a modified
value �(�), such that for all u full canalization corresponds to
�(�) = 0, and complete deactivation of canalization corresponds to
�(�) = �. The average fitness in environment v of the phenotype �(�)
can be obtained in the general case integrating fitness over all possible
values
u
of
the
primary
phenotype:
��(�)(�) =

−

+∞
�(�, �)
�
2
−∞
2��

∫

�(�) − � 2
�2
−
2�2
2�2

�

��

Using this general expression, the mean fitness in environment v of
fully canalized individuals can be calculated imposing �(�) = 0, as:
−

�0(�) = �(�, �)�

�2
2�2

Substituting �(�) = � instead gives the average fitness of
individuals
when
canalization
is
deactivated:

��(�) =

��(�, �)
�
�2 + �2

−�2
2(�2 + �2)

Deactivation of canalization would be then favored in the selective
environment v when ��(�) > �0(�). Substituting the two previous
expressions and rearranging, this condition is verified when [6]:

�2 >

�2 � 2 + � 2
�2

�2

�� 1 + 2 = �2.
�

Thus, inactivation of canalization is indeed favored provided that
the environment is more distant from its optimal value than a
threshold value . This result shows that an adaptive canalization system
that responds to environmental conditions in the absence of
information on the adaptive value of the primary phenotype can evolve
and is preferable to a system of rigid canalization. In particular, it
implies that when random phenotypes are exposed to severe
environmental stresses, the advantage of exposing certain deviations in
the appropriate direction from the mean phenotype overcomes the
selective disadvantage of exposing deviations of the primary
phenotype in the opposite direction from the mean. In conclusion,
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when phenotypic variants are randomly distributed in a variable
selective environment, selection will favor evolution of an adaptive
canalization system that can not only neutrally protects genetic
variants of the primary phenotype, but will also be able to expose
genetic variants that can be positively selected. This will provide the
conditions for the primary phenotype and the canalization system to
coevolve under the pressure of natural selection.

Coevolution of adaptive canalization and primary phenotype
Eshel and Matessi [6] study the coevolution of primary phenotype
and canalization considering the viability of genotypes that control: (i)
the mean primary phenotype y, and (ii) a canalization policy λ. The
value u of the primary phenotype of an individual of genotype (λ,y) is
drawn from a normal distribution with mean y and variance σ2. The
canalization policy λ(v) determines the decision, based on
environment v, of either implementing full canalization of the
phenotype or of inactivating canalization. With this setup, Eshel and
Matessi identify among genotypes (λ,y) the "unbeatable strategy" that
maximizes the fitness W (λ,y) when exposed to a random
environment. Given environment v, the viability of the canalized
phenotype is:
2
2
�0 = (�, �) = �−� /2�

When canalization is inactivated, individuals will show a
distribution of phenotypes around y, and in environment v their
average viability will be:
�1(�, �) =

2
2
2
�
�−(� − �) /2(� + � ).
2
2
� +�

In environment v it is then best to canalize the expected primary
phenotype y whenever or, explicitly, when:
ln

�2 + �2
�2
(� − �)2
−
≥
�2
�2
�2 + �2

This condition defines an interval [�−, �+] of environments within

which a canalized phenotype has higher fitness than a non-canalized
phenotype (Fig 1), and a corresponding optimal canalization policy � �

given the primary phenotype y. The interval of canalization widens
with increasing variance of the phenotype distribution, is symmetric
around v = 0 when y = 0, and extends further to the side opposite to
the sign of y when y ≠ 0 (Fig. 1). Eshel and Matessi find that, if the
variance of the primary phenotype is large enough, the unbeatable
strategy that maximizes � � �, � over y always corresponds to the

mean phenotype �0 = 0. However, if the variance of the primary
phenotype is small then the mean phenotype will tend to shift toward
one of two finite values ±�0, with �0 > 0. Thus, natural selection will
favor the evolution of a system of adaptive canalization, and of shifts in
the primary phenotype in sufficiently unstable environments.

The fundamental result of the analysis of Eshel and Matessi is that
even when there is no mechanism in place to adaptively express
phenotypic variants in relation to changes in the environment, an
adaptive mechanism of canalization can evolve in response to
environmental stimuli. Contrary to Williams' prediction, this result
suggests that canalization will favor the development of phenotypes
that can be enriched when exposed by de-canalization to rare
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environmental niches. These in turn can provide preadaptations to
catastrophic events resembling environmental conditions previously
experienced in some environmental niche, leading to a process of
punctuated evolution [6]. A new canalization system should be then
expected slowly to evolve, allowing hidden variability to be generated
around the new optimal phenotype.

Canalization, intrinsic robustness, and evolvability
The work of Eshel and Matessi [6] provides theoretical support to
the idea that a mechanism of adaptive canalization that responds to
environmental conditions irrespective of the state of the primary
phenotype provides increased viability to a population inhabiting a
variable environment. Furthermore, it shows that adaptive canalization
can result in enrichment in genetic variants associated with
phenotypes that have been exposed to local environmental fluctuations
and these may provide significant pre-adaptations upon major shifts of
the whole environment towards any of the previously encountered
conditions, facilitating a process of punctuated evolution [9,10]. Key to
the role of canalization as an evolutionary capacitor is the assumption
that at least part of the canalized phenotypic variants are generated by
genetic variants that are selected upon decanalization [6]. However, as
we have seen a canalization system is more likely to evolve when
phenotypic variability is generated by the morphogenic environment.
Evolution of canalization is favored by strong selection against the
phenotypic expression of genetic variants that, however, are rapidly
eliminated by stabilizing selection. Thus, canalization could evolve as
an evolutionary capacitor only if strong selection against genetic
variants is balanced by a very high mutation rate [11] or if a
canalization system that evolves under the selective pressure of
morphogenic variants can extend its buffering activity also to genetic
variants [6].
Alternative hypotheses to Waddington's canalization explanation
for assimilation have gained considerable interest in more recent years.
In this respect, it is worthwhile to make clear a distinction between
"canalization" and other forms of phenotypic robustness. Hermisson
and Wagner [12] propose to restrict the definition of canalization to
adaptive robustness, i.e., the buffering of a trait resulting from a
process of natural selection. In contrast, intrinsic robustness arises as a
by-product of selection for some other property of the primary trait. A
leading hypothesis is that phenotypic buffering and assimilation can be
achieved without resorting to canalization if the primary trait is under
the control of multiple genes of a quantitative-trait locus (QTL)
[13,14]. In normal environmental conditions all genetic variants
resulting by different combination of alleles (genotypes) would
produce the same wild-type phenotype. Stressful envronmental
conditions however would lower a threshold above which an
alternative phenotype become expressed. The alleles most sensitive to
the new environmental conditions can then be selected and once
environmental conditions become normal the increased frequency of
the selected alleles will be sufficient to still observe the new phenotype
(assimilation). The assumption that a unique wild-type phenotype is
expressed in normal conditions by different genotypes, describes an
instance of phenotypic robustness over genetic perturbations emerging
as an intrinsic property of the system rather than from selection for a
separate canalization system.
Robustness of phenotypes to environmental and genetic stressors
has been described also as an emergent property of complex genetic
networks associated with developmentally stable phenotypes [15-17].
It has been shown that selection for stable genetic networks not only
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results in a phenotype robust to mutations [16], but is also sufficient
for producing genetic assimilation of alternative phenotypes observed
after strong perturbations, irrespective of the presence of selection for a
specific stable phenotype [17].
The role of mechanisms of robustness as evolutionary capacitors
[18] is very much debated [19-22]. In particular, while examples of
robustness to environmental perturbations abound [3,19], their
relevance in buffering genetic perturbations still attracts much debate
[19,23]. Frazer and Schadt [24] used genetic mapping approaches to
identify QTL polymorphisms associated with environmental
robustness (ER) or to genetic robustness (GR), i.e., loci whose genetic
perturbation leads to changes in primary-trait variance over
environmental or genetic perturbations. Association studies have been
criticized for methodological and conceptual limitations (see [25] for
an interesting perspective), and can be misleading in interpreting
effects on robustness (see [19] for a critical review focusing on the role
of epistatic effects). However, it is interesting that Frazer and Schadt
[24] identified many polymorphisms associated with changes in GR or
ER. A relevant conclusion was that loci associated with ER are
generally independent from those controlling GR, suggesting that
mechanisms of genetic robustness evolve independently from those
involved in environmental robustness. Another finding was that GR
systems largely act in cis, whereas ER systems act predominantly in
trans. Although no distinction was made between intrinsic and
adaptive robustness, this result might suggest that changes in GR could
identify cis-acting intrinsic robustness, whereas changes in ER might
more likely represent systems of trans-acting adaptive robustness
(canalization). The identification and interpretation of possible
mechanisms that enable robustness of different biological systems
appears to grow as diverse as the number of systems that have been
investigated [3], and the debate on how robustness against
environmental and genetic variability is achieved and contributes to
evolvability continues to these days [19].

Figure 1: Environmental regions in which a trait canalized to its
optimal value y = 0 has higher fitness than a trait distribution of
mean y and variance σ2 [6]. Coefficient of selection is set to 1.0. The
function f(v) represents the difference in fitness between a
decanalized and a canalized phenotype in different environments v.
Intervals of environments favoring canalization become wider with
increasing phenotypic variance. When the expected phenotype y is
different from 0 (i.e., different from the optimal environment v=0)
the interval of canalization extends more on the opposite side of the
sign of y (see main text).
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